Worksheet – Day 1

THE NAME = LE NOM

Step One / Étape Un
Get to know the content of the day (watching, listening, reading) and try to understand French.
Read, watch and listen the content several times.
Done
Step Two / Étape Deux
Review the content of the day from the perspective of Phase 1 (the monologue).
Remember phase 1: learn the minimum of French in order to be able to speak about yourself
in French
Write down by level what you can say :
level A:
… … …

level B:
… … …

Done
Step Three / Étape Trois
If some information is not provided by the content of the day, complete it according to your
own situation by doing a small internet research.
… … …

If necessary, consult the document: How to get a translation with internet and how to use it.
Done
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Step Four / Étape Quatre
Learn this content (step 2 and 3)
See the document: How to learn words and phrases
Done
Step Five / Étape Cinq
Review the content of the day from the perspective of Phase 2 (answering questions).
Remember phase 2: learn to answer simple questions; all you need to do is understand the
questions and use the knowledge you acquired in phase 1 to answer them.
Write down the questions I can ask and you own answers.
… … …

Done
Step Six / Étape Six
Imagine I ask you to spell your name. Are you able to do it ?
Watch the video ‘L’alphabet en français’.
Focus your attention to the letters you need to spell your name.
Try to spell your name out loud for yourself.
Done
Step Seven / Étape Sept
Learn this content (step 5 and 6)
See the document: How to learn words and phrases
Done
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Step Eight / Étape Huit
Watch the video of the questions and try to answer the questions.
Done

Step Nine / Étape Neuf
Review the content of the day from the perspective of Phase 3 (asking questions).
Remember phase 3: learn how to ask questions (more or less the same ones you learned in
phase 2) to your interlocutor.
Write down the questions you want to ask me during your Skype conversation.

Done

Step Ten / Étape Dix
If some questions are not provided by the content of the day, complete according to your own
curiosity by doing a small internet research:

If necessary, consult the document: How to get a translation with internet and how to use it.
Done
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Step Eleven / Étape Onze
Learn this content (step 9 and 10)
See the document: How to learn words and phrases
Done
Step Twelve / Étape Douze
Review the entire content of the day by marking / highlighting with a specific color the words
and phrases that you should actively know.
Make sure you know this 'active' part very well.
However, do not neglect the "passive" part of the content of the day : the words and phrases
that you should passively know. This will allow you to understand my answers to your
questions ; learn it, but do not spend less time on it than for the 'active' part.
See the document: How to learn words and phrases
Done

Extra step / Étape supplémentaire : EXTRA INPUT
the more information you take, the more knowledge you unconsciously acquire
☛ watch the following videos:
Adopt a French family: La famille de Xavier - Le français illustré #19
Learn French with a French family: La famille de Louise - Le français illustré #20
Learn French with: Marguerite, c'est mon nom - Le français illustré #91
Learn French with Adèle: Bonjour, mon nom, c'est Adèle - Le français illustré #93
Henri teaches you French: Moi, c'est Henri - Le français illustré #94
☛ consult the following contents:
Les lunettes - Learn French : the glasses - The French alphabet
Done

Do you have a question or a problem ? Contact me: jerome@lefrancaisillustre.com
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